JOIN US!

Chris Buerger — Convener, OSM MARCOM TF
COMMUNITY WITH A MISSION
WHY JOIN?

1. Operator – led community
2. Focused on MANO
3. Rapid development & learning
4. Meritocracy, effective & open governance model
5. Work with very smart architects and coders on advanced technologies
ETSI?

- Don’t they produce paper rather than code?
- ‘World-class’ technical infrastructure for project
- Hands-on support
- Best-in-class marketing
WHAT ARE YOU?

Participant  Member
WHAT ARE YOU?

Contributor  User  Both!
PLUG IN!

Leadership Group (LG)
Chair: FJ Ramón Selguero (Telefónica)
Vice-Chair: Andy Reid (BT)
Vice-Chair: Pál Grensund (Telenor)

End User Advisory Group (EUAG)
Chair: Andy Reid (BT)

Technical Steering Committee (TSC)
Chair: Adrian Heban (Intel)
Member: Carmine Rimi (Mirantis)
Member: Gerardo García de Blas (Telefónica)
Member: Mark Shuttleworth (Canonical)
Member: Matt Harper (Rift.io)

Marketing TF
Convenor: Chris Buenger (Intel)

VNF Config & Abstraction TF (VCA)
Convenor: Marco Ceppi (Canonical)

DevOps TF
Convenor: Carmine Rimi (Mirantis)

User Interface MDG (UI)
MDG Lead: Kiran Kashkar (RIFT.io)

NS Service Orchestration MDG (NSO)
MDG Lead: Rajesh Velandy (RIFT.io)

Resource Orchestration MDG (RO)
MDG Lead: Alfonso Tierno Sepúlveda (Telefónica)